GROUPNEED INTERNATIONAL
We care about your wishes
Group Need is your central point of contact for a range of coordinated services
tailored for the busy professional: transportation, lodging and accommodations, personnel,
information technology and concierge services to meet your individual needs.
As a result of years of experience in collaborating with specialized providers of these
services, both nationally and internationally, we have a deep understanding of our clients’
needs and believe that there is an opportunity to provide an even higher standard of
service.
With this in mind, we have brought together a range of unique and insightful solutions for the
discerning traveler.
We are the pivot point where all strings come together. With ongoing development and
inspection,
. Always
we ensure that you are always in safe hands and receive the best quality
and everywhere in Europa.
As a distributor, we are able to pursue one of our top priorities by systematic means:
To ensure our clients an ideal price-performance ratio.
The memberships in the clubs Customer-, Company- and Chauffeur-Pool offer you further
benefits and countless possibilities.
We invite you to find out more about us on the following pages.
We are at your service Always and everywhere in Europe!
Everything from one safe source.

One contact - one bill - consistent quality

Please note the Union Quality Label; the guarantee for
quality services
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+41 44 822 00 13

Our concierge opens the door for you To the GroupNeed universe!

www.groupneed.ch
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+41 44 822 00 13
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The partner-based
platform for potential
employers and
applicants.
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Offers solutions for all
your IT problems.
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Find the ideal
accommodation - with
our recommendation.
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Fulfills all your
transportation needs with the highest quality,
always and everywhere
in Europe!

Experience with
us, frame by
frame, what you
could not have
w!
imagined before now!
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Where all your questions
are answered and
all your requests are
granted.

In the following pages
es we will
show you a movie in which
you play the lead!
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NEED A CONCIERGE
Be careful what you wish for! We can fulfill any wish.

Here is a sample of the endless possibilities that
your Concierge can organize:
Transportation and travel

Master Facilitator
Your discreet, attentive and understanding contact and confidant - in all matters, always
and everywhere. A resourceful concierge makes the impossible possible, successfully
satisfying even the most challenging requests. Whatever he knows, he will organize.
Whatever he doesn’t know, he will figure out a solution - effectively opening all doors for you.

Entertainment
Vehicle hire
Babysitter

Your Guardian Angel

Wellness and sports

Whether at home or on the road - wherever your journey may take you - your concierge is always
ready to serve. He is your faithful companion who clears your path of difficulties and makes
your life more comfortable. Some things can’t be bought - because they are simply priceless!

Hotel reservations
Organizational events

Would you like to experience the luxury that concierge services provide when you are at
home? With us, you can feel like you are in a five-star hotel throughout the whole year!

International travel
Business center

We are always at your service!

Photo service

It’s simple:
Just bring all your questions, wishes and requests - whether mundane or
extraordinary - to your concierge.

Done
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+41 44 822 00 13

www.groupneed.ch
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NEED A CAR

With Need a Car as organization central, many small enterprises can achieve more for their clients.

The exceptional limousine service

How much do you value your safety?
We at Group Need put safety first by offering you everything from one
trusted source - always and everywhere in Europe.

What is Need a Car?
We are an international group of small-scale enterprises, united by a common goal: To
satisfy our clients through high quality service. We achieve this through:
Professional personnel
who bring proficiency in languages, local expertise,
punctuality, refined manners and appearance, helpfulness
and a safe driving style.
A singular focus on service
with the utmost attention to you, our client. You are our
most important VIP and will always be treated that way.

standard, characterized by:

Discretion,
professionalism,
helpfulness
and fair prices.
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While any limousine will bring you to your destination,
the Group Need name is your guarantee of the highest quality
and the best price-performance ratio.

We make sure you always get what you really need - the driver and vehicle best-suited for you, at
the right time, in the right place - for business trips, company outings, airports shuttles, sightseeing or ski
vacations.

Vehicles
in all categories and types, with the highest quality
equipment, care and maintenance. Enjoy a stylish car
and a relaxed, safe ride!

That is how we have achieved our high international quality

What price would you be willing to pay for a smooth ride?
Our vehicles are guaranteed stress-free areas.

+41 44 822 00 13

Individually tailored to your needs,
as easy to change as your wishes.
Our core competence:
Organizing transportation for group
events that demand a high level of
coordination.
With us, your guests will be satisfied
and your budget relieved!

www.groupneed.ch
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NEED A HOTEL

NEED A JOB

Our Hotel selection

The job and applicants market

We do even more for YOU.
Let Need a Hotel assist you in your search for a
hotel, because we want your journey to continue to be
a positive experience after you leave our vehicle.

Good personnel and enterprises want to be recommended.
On this partner-based platform, you can find the insider tips
from next door.

We have compiled a list of select hotels for you on our website
www.groupneed.ch.

Thanks to our Europe-wide collaboration, we can offer all
Group Need members a compelling offer of manpower
in the areas of limousine service, hotel business, gastronomy
as well as in the travel and insurance industries.
A correspondingly promising offer of positions in the same areas awaits those
seeking work as well.

If you are on a business trip, want to stay at a health resort, do some sightseeing or spend
time in a spa, we guarantee you will find the hotel that is right for you.

Full-time, part-time, temporary employment or freelance - We guarantee that you will find what you
are looking for, no matter if you are seeking a job or personnel!

We hope you enjoy choosing yours!

Thanks to our relationships with numerous hotels in Europe, we are privileged to
be able to offer our clients various special offers.

Help extend this unique network of endless opportunities....
.... For our slogan is: Together we are strong!

Benefit from our special discounts on room prices, guaranteed
room reservations during overbooked periods, upgrade
options, interesting hotel–transportation package offers
and much more!

Just check out our homepage
www.groupneed.ch
and find out about our current offers for you!
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With the Clubs Chauffeur- and
CompanyPool, we serve the
specific needs of the passenger
transportation industry.

www.groupneed.ch
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NEED A COMPUTER

Do these problems seem familiar?

The good soul of your IT
Our international network also provides you with endless opportunities in the area of information
technology.
Thanks to our collaboration of small-scale enterprises in all sectors of IT services, we are able to
offer our clients the ultimate all-round service. Always and everywhere in Europe. Whenever
you need us, wherever you need us.
With our holistic organization, you will receive the appropriate solution for any problem from our
skilled experts with knowledge of the local conditions.

We’ll help you
become good friends again.

Hardware...
...optimized
...reliably operating
...comfortable

Software...
...individually tailored
...ergonomic
...user friendly

Innovative - like information technology itself
Always in motion - like the business world
Flexible - like your needs
Unchanging are - Quality

Support...
...24/7
...secures the future of your IT
...frees you of your worries

Consulting...
...requirement-based
...goal-oriented
...conforms to budget
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and fair prices

MARKETING WEBSITE SOFTWARE INTERNET
WEBAPPLICATIONS SOLUTIONS DATABASE
WEBSHOP WEBHOSTING DOMAIN CAMPAGNE
NETWORK
www.groupneed.ch
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GroupNeed Service Card
You can enjoy the benefits of GroupNeed tenfold
Discounts up to 30% on our passenger transportation catalog prices
The amount of your discount is defined solely by you
As our regular customer, you enjoy our all-round quality

service

Cashless payment and acceptance in our entire passenger transportation network
Various special offers and price advantages on all Group Need services
We are at your service - Always and everywhere in Europe
A single point of contact - one consolidated invoice
Detailed statement each month
Online account access
Security - With PIN code and, in case of card loss, the option to block your card by phone

This product reflects our creed:
Innovation, drive, transparence and quality.
We guarantee that your decision to purchase a service card from
the Group Need corporation will bring you significant value.

Consult us, we will gladly
inform you further!
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Please don’t forget:
The Union Quality Label is your guarantee of
GroupNeed quality service!

www.groupneed.ch
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GROUPNEED GmbH.
Zurich, Switzerland
Phone: +41 44 822 00 13 Fax: +41 44 320 07 49
E-Mail: info@groupneed.ch Internet: www.groupneed.ch

